
BELLOTTO’S CASTLE - 
GALLERY EXPLORERS 
Look around our Castles exhibition and try these activities. 
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Activity 1 – Explore
Can you find this painting in the exhibition? 

There are other castle paintings nearby. 
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Explore the exhibition can you find these details in the paintings? 

Activity 2 - Colours 

Here are the colours of the rainbow  

Red yellow pink green orange  

purple blue 

Find these colours in the paintings?  Circle each one you can find. 

Which is the most colourful painting in the exhibition? 

Activity 3 – I Spy 

Move around the gallery and play I spy with the pictures how many of 
these can you spot? 

 cow dragon sheep people skating  
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Explore the exhibition - can you find these details in the paintings?



Activity 2 - Colours
Here are the colours of the rainbow: 

RED      YELLOW      PINK      GREEN      ORANGE      PURPLE      BLUE

Can you find these colours in the paintings?  Circle each one you can find.
Which is the most colourful painting in the exhibition?

Activity 3 - I Spy
Move around the gallery and play ‘I Spy’ with the pictures. How many of 
these can you spot?
cow    dragon  sheep   people skating 
princess    castle  boat   ruins

Activity 4 - Describe
Give someone in your group 3 clues to a painting; can they guess which 
one it is?  Think about words you could use to describe them here are 
some you could use:
big     colourful     countryside     sunny     cold     frightening     bright 
spectacular     stormy     painted     sketched

Activity 5 - Imagination
If you could step inside any of the paintings which one would you 
choose?
Who would you be?
Look out of the castle window - what can you see?

Activity 6 - Things to do
Use your finger to draw a castle in the air. 
Make up a story about life in the castle.
Give your own tour of the exhibition to your family.
Find a picture of a castle you have visited.


